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Thesis Statement 
Under the rapid urban growth catalyzed by intensive infrastructure system in PRD, 
urban density migrates from the district centre towards the peripheral because of its 
good accessibility. A coherent public domainl between automobiles and pedestrians 
becomes significant for new mode of public life. 
My thesis firstly aims at analyzing the relationship between infrastructure, in terms 
of highway express and local motorway, and the related public domain pattern at 
Futian(福田），Shenzhen. My thesis will continue to develop and explore a coherent 
relationship between infrastructure and public domain associated with different social 
context. 
The thesis will be studied on how motorway of different speed and scale generates dif-
ferent kinds of public domain. The understanding will be concluded as a methodology 
of interweaving highway express (representing the regional travelers), local motorway 
(representing local travelers) and pedestrian as three different social group to gener-
ate coherent public domain between automobiles and pedestrian. The methodology will 
be applied to the site Zhu Zi Lin(竹子林）at Futian as a test ground where vast amount 




















Shift of Urban Density under the growth of Infrastructures 
Since the implementation of Economic Reform and Open Door Policy, infrastructure be-
comes a dominant urbanization generator at Pearl River Delta. With the rapid growth 
of the infrastructure, urban density migrates from the centre towards the peripheral 
because of its good accessibility. 
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Research - Shenzhen 
"It is obvious that an important part of the urban dynamism has shifted to the edges 
of the existing cities and that completely new concentrations are developing there. All 
kind of things happened at motorway interchanges at airports, or at points that are 
attractive for recreation" Maarten Hajer & Arnold Reijndorp, In Search of new Public 
Domain, NAi, 2001, p.32 
The research aims to analysis the general relationships between motorway system and 
public domain in Shenzhen: the Infrastructural systems, the growth of infrastructure 
and urban density, the infrastructures and public greenery, programmatic variations 
along infrastructures, visual field and public domain. 
Through mapping analysis, different parameters are investigated and as a background 
database for generating public domain by infrastructure at a planning level. 




























Growth of Infrastructure and Urban Density 
With the implementation of different scale motorway at 1990s, intensive development 
shifts to the area along infrastructural path. Urban density increasingly contacts with 
different scale motorway and a new mode of public life generated by infrastructure at 
peripheral become more and more significant. 
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Infra structural System 
Shenzhen is overlaid by very intensive motorway system, and this result in the ex-
treme urban dynamism of the city. Different motorway with great variety in hierarchies 
defines the urban characteristics: Regional Highway Express, District Distributor, Local 
Distributor, Access Road. The frequent intercross between motorway of different hi-
erarchy, implying the encounter of different social groups, raising the opportunity for 
public domain. 















Growth of Infrastructure and Public Greenery 
The raising concern of environmental issue in Shenzhen results in the planning of 
large scale greenery by the Government. However, such large scale public greenery is 
not enjoyable by the public due to its inhuman scale and impermeable infra structural 
network. As public greenery in Shenzhen become more and more in close contact with 
high density motorway, a possibility is found for integrating public greenery and infra-
structure as a new kind of public domain 















Programmatic Variations along Infrastructures 
Heterogeneous land usages are often found at the intersection of motorways. The 
finding implies the possibility of social exchange of different social groups especially at 
traffic intersections. 

















Visual Field and Public Domain 
Visual Field is an important factor to generate public domain in the view points of driv-
ers as driver understand the city as landscape rather than architecture. The location of 
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Signature and Public Domain 
As for motor drivers, city is understand as landscape rather than architecture, sig-
nature exert more significant effect for their attention. Signature, together with eye 
catching landmark, provides different experience and visual perception through the 
traffic journey. 




















Traffic Node and Public Domain 
Intersection of different scale traffic route generate different different programe and 
scale of public domain. 














Infrastructure as edge 
Undoubtly, infrastructure, apart from creating public domain connecting different ter-
rain of the city, also at the same time tear the city into isolated segments, through the 
incaptable scale, programe and circulation. 















-Study of Public space generate by 
different scale of motorway 
2: 
Highway Express 
City Primary Distributor 
City Secondary Distributor 
Local Access Road 
Street 
Traffic map of Futian 
Issues - Critique on Current Situation 
"The essence of public domain••…in the overlapping of and exchange of different 
social realms. The Ramblas also a conjunction of 'chic and shabby； of mooching 
and busy road traffic, of history and modernity, a parade f foreigners and residents." 
Brinckerhoff Jackson, 1957 
The Research scales down to district level- Futian, because it is one of the most earli-
est district where infrastructure dominants the mode of urbanization. The research is 
done through analysis the public space at different scale of motorway intercross. The 
aim of the study is to figure out the conditions for whether the public space is consid-
ered as bad left over space or good public domain. 
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Typology of motorway system 
In Futian, when different main motorway system intersect, four system of secondary 
motorway grid, which imply differnt socail context grid can be indentiflied. Different 
social grid, in return, dominant the mode of public life of the residents. 
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Typology of growth motorway system 
In Futian, when different main motorway system intersect, four system of secondary 
motorway grid, which imply differnt socail context grid can be indentiflied. Different 
social grid, in return, dominant the mode of public life of the residents. 
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The research is done through analysis the public space at different scale of motorway 
intercross. The aim of the study is to figure out the conditions for whether the public 
space is considered as bad left over space or good public domain. 
The study conclude several points that in reality restrict the further growth of public 
domain generated by infrastructure : Incoherence Coexist at same level, Segregation 
of Public Domain, Unutilized Protection Greenery, Homogeneous Program at Public 
Domain. 
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Incoherence Coexist at same level 
Different traffic density require different level of separation with pedestrian. At Futian, 
pedestrian and automobiles of different density always coexist at the same level with-
out much separation, resulting a unpleasant public space. 
Segregation of Public Domain 
The fragmented public domains are separated by high density motorway. Such dis-










Unutilized Protection Greenery 
Shenzhen Government implements large area of protection greenery along the road 
side. Such unutilized protection greenery restricts the growth of public domain and 
limited the exchange between the urban fabric and automobiles. 
Homogeneous Program at Public Domain 
The fragmented and separated public domains are often programmed with single us-
age and therefore dominated by single social group. These spaces can only be charac-
terized as meeting place or parking place, instead of place of exchange. 
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Zhu Zi Lin is selected as the specific site for exploring public domain by infrastructure 
because of its insensitive integration of different scale motorway, its heterogeneous 
but separated program zoning, the presence of large motorway traffic terminals and 
large area of unutilized space. 
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Site Analysis - Figure and Ground 














Site Analysis - Public and private 


















Pedes t r i an C i r r i c u l a t i o n D e n s i t y 
Site Analysis - Pedestrian Ciriculation Density 
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High Rise Residential 































Different combinations of layering between pedestrian motorway of different scale 
provides different level of separation and integration, resulting in the generation of 
different public domain. A matrix of combination of high speed motorway, low speed 
motorway and pedestrian infrastructure act as a data base for exploration. 
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References are taken from Moll de la Fusta and Plaza del Glories Catalanes, etc. Both 
projects reveal the successful combination of different speed movement with the gen 
eration of public domain. 
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Visual Field for Regional Traveller 
•to get sense of direction by locating landmark 
-to have visual contact of unused landscape 
-to provide light/ dark contrast 
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Visual Study and ！ 
(ZhuZhiLin) 
along G2 highway 
Regional Traveller 
For high speed motorvehnicle, different visual field with corresponding urban land-
scape are studied in order to catch attention from high speed traveller in order to acti-
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-to garrarats varioui form of space by different combi-
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For the middle speed motorvehnicle, there are different technical 
control the critical route (e.g. turning radius, acceleration length 
length). Through variation of different criteria, different form of space can be generate 
to adapt different public programs.. 
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Noise Level requirement for dif-
ferent pedestrian program. 
,Industry 
Noise at pedestrian level 
For pedestrian level, noise is the most significant concern. Different distance away 
from highway receive different noise level , and result in different suitability for differ-




Interweaving Global traveller, Local Traveller and Pedestrian 
Experients and exploration resulting in different combinations of layering between pe-
destrian motorway of different scale provides different level of separation and integra-
tion, resulting in the generation of different public domain. 可 t r p t t " ^ ?：^ 
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Different combination of different movement system in terms of sections will be the 
design engine for the experimentation of public domain. Through experimentation, the 
best selection can be refined to achieve coherent public domain generated by infra-
structure. 
Different programme are generate througl 
scale to respond different social terrain in 
retail shopping centre, food court, sport ai 
\ 
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1 interweaving infrastructure of different 
the site. (e.g. wholesale market, auditorium, 
'ea, garden.) 
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Sectional variation for different pedestrian programme and vehicular programme 
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Sectional variation through the highway and corresponding site 
Perspective showing different public domain generate and interweave along highway 
and surrounding terrain. 
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HIGH RISE COMMERCIAL 
Site Sections showing different public domain generate along highway and surrounding 
terrain. 



























The thesis aims to integrate different motorway system and pedestrian network in 
various ways in order to foster a more active and coherent public domain. 
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